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michael green [] A: Does something like this work for you? #This is just a simple line with an error from
__future__ import with_statement with open('file.txt', 'r') as f: with open('file.txt', 'r') as f: first = f.read().split('
') f.close() f.close() print(first) The reason this isn't working is because you have 2 with blocks, the inner one
isn't closed, and you're just calling the read function in the outer one. If you wanted to do it in one with
statement, you would do with open('file.txt', 'r') as f: print(f.read().split(' ')) You can read more about with here:
The embodiments relate to a method and apparatus for reducing image noise in images captured using a flash of
light. More particularly, the embodiments relate to removing noise in flash images captured with a digital
camera from a photographic flash device. Many digital cameras use a flash device to illuminate a subject to be
captured by the camera. A flash device typically includes a light source and optics to direct light onto a subject.
While a flash device is useful to illuminate a subject, it also causes a noise pattern to appear in the image
captured by the camera. The noise pattern generally is the result of an inefficient emitter and/or various optical
elements in the light path to the subject. Further, the noise pattern may interfere with the ability to distinguish
small details of the subject. Some flash devices employ a diffuser to reduce the brightness of the flash light for
placement in a light path. The diffuser is typically a matte and/or anti-glare type of material. The diffuser
reduces the brightness of the light by altering the light path, however, it may not completely eliminate the
appearance of noise in the image. In order to minimize the appearance of the noise pattern and to enhance the
appearance of the image, current digital cameras often use techniques to reduce the noise. When capturing a
flash image using a digital camera, the camera may detect the location of the noise 82138339de
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